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INVASION OF ITALY

By Douglas Brass Representing the Combined Australian Press

With Eighth Army,

Saturday.

Italian prisoners on the mainland have already become an embarrassment to

the Eighth Army, Forward troops moving up from San Giovanni and moving into

the hills behind Reggio have found them what one officer described as "a

considerable problem"•

Yesterday's lack of resistance is continuing today. The Italians have only

one thought —to give themselves up as soon as they can do so without being too

obvious about it. German prisoners are so far few and far between. Civilians

in Reggio say the Germans pulled out on September 1. Three Goman graves near

Reggio bear the date September 1, No graves a later date. One German I

saw brought in yesterday was a deserter, Reggio aerodrome is in fairly good

condition. Its bonbcratered runways had been repaired just recently, "Pilled

in for us," a puzzled R,A,F, officer remarked, A landing-ground farther north

was ploughed yesterday- The Gormans are apparantly determined that there shall

be no repeat of their generosity. Enemy movement ahead of the Eighth Army patrols

and spearheads is astonishingly slight. That it is an extraordinary war is

illustrated by the case of one British truck which got detached from its unit

in landing and became lost seven or eight miles south of Reggio, far beyond cur

patrols. It came back later, its small complement of troops escorting Italian

prisoners.

British troops slept, yesterday-night on the mainland of Europe with a feeling
of perfect security. One day's operations had established a bridgehead almost

entirely without loss of men, equipment or ships. Progress was slow but

uninterrupted. There had never been an invasion such as this in history. It had

been a walk in. Some of the older officers recalled Gallipoli many younger men

Dunkirk, Troops who had been nervously anxious for the previous fortyeight hours

relaxed and joked and rested with their inevitable slacktime pastime of brewing tea.

Equipment was coming through fast on schedule. Gunner regiments began to

consolidate and straighten themselves out on all sections of the new fronts.

The ferry service was running smoothly and rapidly, the road feeding service

in Sicily working entirely without confusion. An Allied army was literally

speeding into Europe,, One felt justified in drawing conclusions early as to

the success of the assault.

These included; one, the tremendously damaging of the sustained

artillery bombardment was reflected in the broken morale of the Italian troops

in Calabria and in broken defences along the Messina Straits coast. In other

words the great value of the softening up process which might have appeared to

some wasteful. Two, the lack of Axis air strength and initiative in Southern

Italy, The Luftwaffe, obviously concerned with chiefly combatting heavy bombers

operating farther north, was unable to anything for thr south except

occasional nuisance raiders. Three, German unwillingness to reinforce or

adequately defend the remoter European outposts.
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